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2 Using a balanced 1-d tree

1 Introduction

Jump & Walk ([6]) proceeds as follows: pick k 2
[1; N ] random sites from the data, select  , the one
closest to q, and traverse the triangulation from  to
q, exploiting the adjacency relationships between the
successive triangles crossed by segment (; q). Using

We study the expected time behaviour of the Jumpand-walk paradigm when the set of sites is controlled
by a binary search tree or a well-balanced 2-d tree.
Throughout the paper, we shall assume that we are
given a Delaunay triangulation on N sites uniformly
distributed in the unit 2-dimensional square, [0; 1]2.
We are requested to locate a query point q, which will
be assumed to be bounded away from the boundary of
the Delaunay triangulation, as the expected analysis
of the general case calls for more powerful tools (to
be published in a future paper).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents (oversampled) BinSearch & Walk, an
optimization of Jump & Walk, and analyzes its expected running time. We then analyze the expected
running time of a static variant of this scheme, based

the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1 (Bose & Devroye [2]) Let  > 0 be
xed, and let L be a random line segment on [; 1,]2.

Then the expected number of triangles and edges of a
Delaunay triangulation for N random sites on [0p; 1]2
cut by L is bounded from above by c0 + c1 jLj N ,
where c0 and c1 are universal positive constants not
depending upon L or N .

Devroye, Mucke & Zhu proved that thepexpected running time of their method is O(k + N=k), which
reaches its optimum (O(N 1=3 )) when k is (N 1=3).
If we now assume that the sites are organized as a dynamically maintained weight-balanced binary search
tree (bounded balanced trees, cf. [1]), BinSearch &
Walk proceeds as follows: start from the root of the
tree, search for q; while doing so, determine, among
all sites visited, the one,  , closest to q. Finally walk
from  to q, as for Jump & Walk. We can prove the
following Theorem:
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Theorem 2.2 The expected
running time of Bin- A more formal presentation of Oversampled Binp
Search & Walk is O( N= log N ).
Search & Walk and of its analysis may be found in [5].
Note that N ! N 1=4 is competitive with N ! log2 N
Sketch of proof: In a bounded balanced
tree, we up to more than 10,000,000 sites.
p
are given a constant 2 [1=4; 1 , 1= 2], and the fol-

lowing property: if  is any node in the tree with left
subtree l( ), and we denote by ( ); (l( )) the number of external nodes (leaves) in  and l( ), respectively, the ratio (l( ))=( ) is always in [ ; 1 , ].
(Note that this property also applies to  's right subtree.) A direct consequence is that all the root-to-leaf
paths
p in such a tree on N sites contain a subtree with
( N ) nodes. We now consider that the k sites on
the remaining part of the search paths are the samples to initiate the walk. Using well-known properties
of order statistic variables with unit uniform parent,
the expected length of the horizontal side of the rectangle containing q and all p
sites carried by the above
mentioned subtree is (1= N ). Next, we can show
that, the vertical distance between q and its nearest neighbour in this rectangle is O(1=k). Using the
triangle inequality and Lemma 2.1,
p the overall time
for the method is O(log N + k + N=k), accounting
for searching, sampling, and walking. The theorem
follows from the fact that k is (log N ), since any
B -tree on M nodes has (log M ) height. 2
Since it is possible to perform insertions (and deletions) at logarithmic cost per operation on such
bounded balance trees, the location algorithm may
be used in a dynamic context. Obviously, its worst
case performance is linear in N .
p
Observe that the optimum of O(k + N=k) is
O(N 1=4), and is reached when k is (N 1=4 ). Hence,
we can optimize the previous method by oversampling : traverse the tree from root to leaf, then move
back up the search path, recursively traversing all
non-visited subtrees (while still registering the visited
site closest to q), until we have \sampled" (N 1=4 )
nodes. This yields:

3 Using a balanced 2-d tree

If we remove the possibility of inserting or removing
sites, we may devise an even faster method, as follows. The unit square is recursively partitioned by
a perfectly balanced 2-d tree, that is, the partitioning alternates directions between x and y, and member sets in the partition are rectangles. Every node
in the 2-d tree receives one data point, about which
the remaining points are split. Leaves correspond to
empty rectangles. It is clear, therefore, that there are
N non-leaf nodes, and N + 1 leaves. For a rectangle
that properly contains a collection of data points, if
a vertical split is made, it is made at the x-median of
these points, where the x-median is uniquely de ned
if the number of points is odd, and is the leftmost
of the two candidate medians when N is even. Horizontal splits are made about y-medians. A rectangle
with one point is thus split about this point, and this
results in two empty leaf rectangles.
When splits alternate between horizontal and vertical, we end up with a rather balanced 2-d tree. This
structure is used in a static manner then for point
location in a Delaunay triangulation for s1 ; : : : ; sn.
Assume a query point q is given. We determine in
O(log2 n) worst-case time the leaf region for q. Then
we let  be the node at the parent of this leaf. This
node's position in the Delaunay triangulation is of
course known (in O(1) time). Then walk across the
segment (; q) in the Delaunay triangulation to determine the triangle for q. The extra time needed for
this walk is O(1) plus the number of Delaunay edges
crossed by the walk. If q is restricted as before, we
can prove the the following Lemma:

Theorem 2.3 The expected running time of

p

p

Oversampled-BinSearch & Walk on N random Lemma 3.1 Efk , qkg  e 8 8=n.
sites uniformly distributed in a square is O(N 1=4)
(provided the query point is bounded away from the Proof: Omitted in this extended abstract. See full
boundary of the triangulation).
paper ([4]). 2
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